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Subject:   TotalVision-16 Reboot While Running CHKDSK 
 
Hardware:  IRIS TotalVision-16 
 
Software:  IRIS TV-16 MUX Firmware Ver. 2.01 or Earlier 
  
Release Date: 03/15/06 
 
  
SUMMARY 
  
The IRIS TV-16 includes a watchdog circuit.  When this watchdog is enabled it monitors communication 
traffic between the PC and the IRIS TV-16 MUX.  If the watchdog fails to see any traffic for a set time 
delay the watchdog will automatically reset the PC.  In versions 2.01 and earlier this time delay was set 
to 90 seconds.  
 
A problem was observed where the PC was rebooted (without shutting down IRIS DVS properly) but on 
reboot the PC did not immediately start the IRIS DVS software.  Instead the PC started diagnostic 
programs (ex. CHKDSK) to ensure hardware integrity. If this diagnostic did not complete within 90 
seconds, the watchdog circuit would then reset the PC again.  The most common form of this problem 
was observed when the PC did a disk scan on a large drive, since the scan would take more than 90 
seconds to complete the IRIS DVS would be locked in an endless loop of constant resets every 90 
seconds. 
 
A short term fix to this problem is to disable the watchdog function, which can be done using the IRIS 
Configurator program.  A long term solution to this problem is the upgrade of the IRIS TV-16 MUX 
firmware to alter the operation of the watchdog. 
 
Starting with version 2.02 of the IRIS TV-16 firmware the watchdog will implement the following 
algorithm: 
 

 If there are no communication from PC to MUX for more than 3 minutes reboot PC. 

 If there have been three successive reboots at 3 minutes intervals and still no 
communication from the PC to the MUX, change the delay time for the next 3 reboots to 
4 hours. 

 If there have been three successive reboots at 4 hour intervals and still no 
communication from the PC to the MUX, change the delay between reboots to 8 hours. 

 
This method of gradually increasing the delay time for the watchdog timer should provide ample time 
for the OS to recover and complete all necessary diagnostics. 
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UPGRADE PROCEDURE 
 
This procedure uses the IRIS Firmware upgrade disk labeled TV-16 MUX Ver. 2.02 
 
1. On the control panel on the TV-16, select the “Maintenance” function. 
2. Enter the normal maintenance password. 
3. Select the “IRIS Application”. 
4. On the IRIS Application Menu Bar select “Operation->Run” to stop the IRIS DVS software. Close 

the IRIS Application. 
5. On the control panel select the “Maintenance” function, enter the desktop password. 
6. Open the front panel of the IRIS TV-16 to get access to the IRIS TV-16 MUX. 
7. On the right side of the PC (located on the bottom of the unit) will be two small push button switches 

labeled “SW1” and “SW2”. Press SW1 and SW2 simultaneously. Release SW2 then release SW1. 
If done correctly all of the LEDs should go off except for the LED to the extreme left of the PCB 
(ignore the three rightmost LEDs). If the process was done incorrectly you will see all of the LEDs 
flash in sequence from the left to the right. 

8. Insert the upgrade CD in the IRIS TV-16 unit. 
9. The IRIS system should automatically start FlashMagic. (If not open Explorer from the desktop and 

run FlashMagic.EXE on the CD.) 
10. You may get an error message screen that the program was unable to connect. Select “Cancel” for 

now. 
11. On the FlashMagic menu bar select “File->Open Settings…” 
12. For the file name select the CD drive file TV16MUX.FMS. Press “OK”. 
13. Select “Browse” for the HEX file program file name and select the CD drive file IRIS_TV_2_2.HEX. 

Press “OK”. 
14. On the FlashMagic application press “Start”. 
15. If you get “Unable to connect….” Open the IRIS TV-16 front cover and reset the TV-16 mux using 

the two switches as described earlier. Press “Start” again. 
16. The program should download the updated firmware and verify that the program is complete. 

Progress status is shown on the bottom line on the FlashMagic application window. When the 
program is done close the FlashMagic application. 

17. Open the IRIS TV-16 front cover. This time only press the reset switch SW2 on the IRIS TV-16 
mux. IF the program was successful the LED should flash in sequence from left to right. If not 
repeat the above process from step 7. 

18. On the desktop double-click on the “IRIS Control Panel” ICON to restart the control panel. 
19. Once the IRIS DVS is started verify that all of the LEDs for all cameras turn on. 
20. Using the Control Panel, select “IRIS Inquiry”. Connect to “This DVS” site using the SYSOP 

username and password. 
21. Using the IRIS Inquiry menu bar select “Config->Status” to open the status log. 
22. Scroll to the bottom of the log file and verify that the log contains the entry “Mux F/W V2.02” 
23. Close the status log and then close IRIS Inquiry. 
 
This completes the upgrade process. 


